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ABSTRACT
For X a non-degenerate Peano continuum, it is known 
that the hyperspace 2X of all non-empty closed subsets of X 
with the topology induced by the Hausdorff metric is homeo- 
morphic to the Hilbert cube Q , and that the hyperspace C (X) 
of all subcontinua of X is homeomorphic to Q if x con­
tains no free arc (i.e., no arc whose boundary in X is con­
tained in its set of endpoints). In this dissertation we 
identify dense a-compact subsets of 2X or c (X) having one 
of two positional properties.
A closed subset A of Q is a Z-set if for each € > 0
there exists a map f:Q— * q\a with d(f, id) <e . A subset
M of Q is a capset (f-d capset, respectively) if M can be 
expressed as , where
1) for each i , c a n d  is a z-set (finite­
dimensional z-set, respectively) in Q , and
2) for each e > 0, positive integer j , and compact sub­
set (compact finite-dimensional subset, respectively)
K of X , there exists a positive integer k and
K H Mj " id and 
d(f, id) < c .
In either case, q\m is homeomorphic to separable Hilbert 
space t  .
yV C  2 has the inclusion property if F € V  whenever 
F e 2X and F3 £ ,  for some E c V .  More generally, i C 2 x
iv
embedding fsK >M. such that f|
has the growth property if F e i  whenever F € 2 and, for 
some E € J r , p D G  and each component of F meets E.
Two main results are obtained. The first generalizes 
earlier work by Nelly Kroonenberg and by D. W. Curtis. The 
second employs new techniques for recognizing f-d capsets.
Theorem. If X is a Peano continuum, JZ is a copy of
yQ in 2 , and i is a dense o-Z-set in JZ with the growth 
property, then 1 is a capset in J2 provided x contains no
free arc or J- has the inclusion property.
Theorem. If r is a finite connected graph, JZ is a
copy of q in 2 l , J is a dense union of countably many
finite-dimensional z-sets in , and has the growth prop­
erty, then A is an f-d capset in JZ .
As a corollary of the first theorem we show that the 
hyperspace of all closed subsets with non-empty interior in
YX is a capset in 2 if X is a non-degenerate Peano conti­
nuum, and the hyperspace of all subcontinua with non-empty 
interior in X is a capset in c (X) if additionally X con­
tains no free arc.
As a corollary of both theorems we show that the 
hyperspace of all closed subsets of X with finitely many 
components is a capset in 2X if x is a non-degenerate 
Peano continuum containing no free arc, an f-d capset if X 




For a given topological space X , a hyperspace of X
is a space whose elements are compact subsets of X and
whose topology arises naturally from the topology on X .
vThe universal hyperspace of X is 2 , the collection of
all non-empty compact subsets of x . The finite or Vietoris
Vtopology on 2 has as a subbase the family of all collec­
tions of the form fFe 2x |f <=g } or fF e 2X |Fn G f  J?} , where 
G is any open set in x . Intuitively, this means that two
Velements of 2 are close if# as subsets of X , they are 
contained in small neighborhoods of one another.
In fact, if x is a compact metric space with metric
Vd , 2 can be given the Hausdorff metric p defined by
p(A,B) * max(sup d(a,B) , sup d(A,b)) 
aeA b€B
* inf [e > 0 |a c  U (B) and BCu(A)j ,€ c.
where d(x,F) "inf d(x,y) and U (F) ■ (x € X | d {x, F) < €} .
yeF
The topology induced by p is exactly the vietoris topology.
The topology on 2X is natural in the sense that 2^ 
contains a subspace F^ (X) homeomorphic to X under the 
obvious correspondence between singleton subsets of X and 
elements of X ; this correspondence is actually an isometry
1
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when X is a compact metric space. The most extensively 
studied subspace of 2X is C(X) * the hyperspace of all sub- 
continua of X • Also of interest are the containment hyper­
spaces 2X - (F € 2X |F=> A} and (X) - C (X) P 2X , and the 
intersection hyperspaces 2X (a) “ (Fe 2X |fO a f  P) and 
C (X;a) - C(X) n 2x (a) , where A e 2 X \(X).
VV C2 has the inclusion property if F e V  whenever 
F € 2X and F3E, for some E € V . More generally, i c 2 X 
has the growth property if F € J> whenever F e 2X and, for 
some E€ , F3 E and each component of F meets E . Under 
the standard assumption that X is connected, X is an ele­
ment of each hyperspace with the growth property. A hyper­
space that has the inclusion property or the growth property
and is closed in 2 is said to be an inclusion hyperspace
X Xor a growth hyperspace, respectively. 2 and 2 (A) are
examples of inclusion hyperspaces. C (X) , C (X) , andA
C(X;A) are growth hyperspaces which lack the inclusion 
property. *P(X) , the hyperspace of all compact subsets with 
non-empty interior in X , has the inclusion property but is
Ynot closed in 2 . Both the inclusion property and the
growth property are preserved under unions, intersections,
and the closure operator.
Of fundamental importance in this dissertation are
finitely-generated inclusion and growth hyperspaces. If 
X XAc 2 , then is the smallest inclusion hyperspace con-A
taining the element A , and
G^tX) * [Fe 2X |f ^ A  and each component of F meets a )
is the smallest growth hyperspace containing the element A ;
Vwe say that 2 and G (X) are the inclusion hyperspace and 
the growth hyperspace, respectively, generated by the set A 
For {Ax , .. -, Ah) C 2X , 2* and \J }m l G^tX) are the
inclusion hyperspace and the growth hyperspace, respectively 
generated by the collection (A^ , An) .
work of J. L. Kelley [21] shows that any growth hyper­
space of a Peano continuum is an absolute retract for the 
class of metrizable spaces. Using earlier results of Schori
and West [26],[27], curtis and Schori [15] have proved that
v2 is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube if and only if X is 
a non-degenerate Peano continuum, which is exactly the situ­
ation in this dissertation.
1.2. Infinite-dimensional topology.
The standard Hilbert cube Q “ J* is the product of 
countably many copies of the interval [-1,1] ; the metric
on Q is defined by d(x,y) * 2”X lxi~yiI * The subset
s * (-1,1)* is called the pseudo-interior of Q; it is 
directly homeomorphic to F* , the product of countably many 
copies of F , which is homeomorphic to separable Hilbert 
space I . B(q) « q\s is called the pseudo-boundary of Q . 
An endslice of Q is a subset of the form (x e q|x^ m 1} or 
(xe q|x^“ -1) , for some i . B(Q) is the union of all end- 
slices. Both B(Q) and s are dense in Q and nowhere 
locally compact, but B(Q) is o-compact while s is not.
A crucial notion in the study of infinite-dimensional
topology is R. D. Anderson's "Property Z" (2]. A closed sub­
set A of a space X is a Z-set in X if there are arbitrar­
ily small maps f:X ► x\A , i.e., if for each open cover V
of X there exists f:X— > x \a such that for each xe x , 
both x and f(x) belong to some U € ; when X is a compact
metric space, this is just the requirement that for each
€ > 0  there exist a map f:X > x \a with d(f, id) <e . This
positional property is preserved by homeomorphisms of pairs. 
In Q, z-sets have topological infinite codimension: a
closed subset A of Q is a Z-set if and only if there is a 
homeomorphism of Q onto itself talcing A onto a set with 
infinite deficiency, i.e., a set whose projection in infi­
nitely many coordinates is (0). z-sets in Q can also be 
characterized as the closed subsets A for which there is 
a homeomorphism of Q onto itself taking A into s .
By a g-z-set in X we mean a union of countably many
Z-sets in X . It can be shown that a closed o-z-set in a
complete metric space X is a z-set in X . Thus, any closed
subset of such X which lies in a g-z-set in X is a Z-set
in X , and S will be a 0-Z-set in X if S is an F in Xo
and there are arbitrarily small maps f:X >x\S .
The g-z-sets of interest here are those with the com­
pact absorption property (CAP) or the finite-dimensiona1 
compact absorption property (f-d  CAP). These notions were 
introduced by Anderson [3] and have been used by Chapman [6] 
in the study of infinite-dimensional manifolds. A subset M 
of a metric space X has the CAP (F-D CAP, respectively) if
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M can be expressed as , where
1) for each i , and is a compact z-set
(compact finite-dimensional z-set, respectively) 
in X , and
2) for each c > 0, positive integer j , and compact 
(compact finite-dimensional, respectively) subset 
K of X , there exists a positive integer k and
embedding f:K such that f|KDMj«id and
d(f, id) < e ;
in such case M is said to be a capset (f-d capset, respec­
tively) in X .
The property of being an (f-d) capset is preserved by 
homeomorphisms of pairs. Moreover, if M and Mf are any two 
(f-d) capsets in 0, then there exist arbitrarily small
homeomorphisms h: (Q,M)--> (Q,M’) . It should be noted that
a capset in Q can not also be an f-d capset since an 
f-d capset is countable-dimensional (a-finite-dimensional) 
while a capset in Q must contain a copy of Q , which is not 
countable-dimensional (see [20, p.U9]).
B(Q) is a capset in Q , so the pseudo-boundary of Q 
is topologically characterized by the CAP. Thus we refer to 
the complement of any capset in Q as a pseudo-interior of
Q . Not only is the complement of any capset in Q homeo-
2morphic to I , but so is the complement of any f-d capset. 
Consequently, hyper spaces homeomorphic to l 2 can be found 
by identifying (f-d) capsets in hyperspaces homeomorphic to 
Q •
6
1.3. Paat and present results.
The statement that 2X is homeomorphic to Q for all
Vnon-degenerate Peano continue does not remain true if 2 is 
replaced by C (X) . The simplest counterexample is C(I)«*I . 
It is easy to see that whenever X contains a free arc (i.e., 
an arc whose boundary is contained in its set of endpoints), 
C(X) is necessarily two-dimensional at some point. The pre­
sence or absence of free arcs in x is crucial in computing 
C (X) and other hyperspaces. In fact, C(X)*»Q if and only 
if X is a non-degenerate Peano continuum containing no free 
arc.
For any Peano continuum X and proper closed subset A , 
X X2 and 2 (a ) are each homeomorphic to Q , as are ca (X) andA  A
C(X;a ) if X contains no free arc [15], [16). 2X (a ) is a
Z-set in 2X and C(X;A) is a z-set in C(X) if and only if
A is locally non-separating in X (i.e., u \a is non-empty
and connected whenever U is a non-empty, connected, open
subset of x ) [12]. 2X is a Z-set in 2X if and only ifA
A is not a finite set of local cut points in X [10].
Free arcs are again a matter of concern in character­
izing growth hyperspaces homeomorphic to Q . a  theorem of 
Curtis [11] has the following corollary:
Let be a non-trivial growth hyperspace of a Peano 
continuum X , such that either X contains no free arc 
or Jt is an inclusion hyperspace. Then I m Q  if and 
only if J'Mx) is contractible, if and only if fx) is 
a z-set in .
The requirement that X have no free arcs or Jr be an inclu­
sion hyperspace reflects the inherent problem of making 
big enoughs if F is the closure of the complement of a free
arc in X, then G_(X) is one- or two-dimensional while 2XF F
is infinite-dimensional. The trade-off between the alter­
nate hypotheses "no free arc” and "inclusion property" will 
also be apparent in the results of this dissertation.
Those results concern the identification of certain 
(f-d) capsets in 2 in terms of the geometry bestowed upon
V2 by X . The first examples of capsets in hyperspaces 
were obtained by Kroonenberg [23].
(1.1) Theorem. The hyperspace of all z-sets in Q is 
a pseudo-interior of 2® , and the hyperspace of all con­
nected z-sets in Q is a pseudo-interior of C(Q) .
(1.2) Theorem. The hyperspace of all closed zero­
dimensional subsets of I is a pseudo-interior of 2* .
(1.3) Theorem. The hyperspace of all Cantor sets in
1 is a pseudo-interior of 21 .
(1.4) Theorem. 2s and C(s) are pseudo-interiors of 
2^ and C(Q) , respectively.
Curtis [12] generalized this last example by finding 
conditions under which a non-compact space X has a Peano 
compactification X such that 2X is a pseudo-interior of
y  ^2 . What is actually needed is for the remainder X\X to
*
be "nice" (locally non-separating in X), which is the case 
when X has a metric d with property s., i.e.* X has finite 
covers of connected open sets of diameter less than e * for 
each € > 0 . (Note that a space which admits a metric with 
property S is necessarily separable and locally connected.) 
Curtis has proved the following (and its converse).
(1.5) Theorem. If X is a connected* topologically 
complete# nowhere locally compact space which admits a 
metric with property S# then X has a Peano compactification
Jt such that (2X * 2X) « ( c(x) , C (X) ) « (Q , s) .
In Chapter 2, we extend the techniques employed by 
Kroonenberg and by Curtis. The most general result combines 
two theorems# one for each of the alternate hypotheses men­
tioned previously.
(2.10) Theorem. If X is a Peano continuum* .2. is a 
growth hyperspace of X which is homeomorphic to Q * and & 
is a dense c-z-set in 2  with the growth property* then Jt 
is a capset in 2  provided X contains no free arc or 
(and therefore 2  ) has the inclusion property.
Results (1.1)* (1.4), (1.5)* and significant general­
izations of (1.2) and (1.3) can be obtained as corollaries 
of (2.10). In addition, we show that when X is a non­
degenerate Peano continuum containing no free arc* the hyper­
space of all closed subsets of x with finitely many compo-
Vnents is a capset in 2 .
In Chapter 3, methods are developed for recognizing 
f-d capsets. In Chapter 4, the structure of certain finite­
dimensional growth hyperspaces is studied to obtain the fol­
lowing analogue of (2.10).
(4.11) Theorem. If r is a finite connected graph. 
is a growth hyperspace of r which is homeomorphic to Q, J 
is a dense union of countably many finite-dimensional z-sets 
in 2. , and A has the growth property, then & is an f-d 
capset in .2 .
CHAPTER 2 
THE COMPACT ABSORPTION PROPERTY 
IN HYPERSPACES OF PEANO CONTINUA
2.1. An alternate version of the CAP.
The verification of the compact absorption property 
for subsets of Q is greatly simplified by using a tower of 
copies of Q and two well-known properties of Q . The first 
one follows from the classic result that for any separable 
metric space K , the space of embeddings of K into Q is 
dense in the space of mappings of K into Q (see [20, p.64] ). 
The second is Barit’s estimated version [4],[5] of a theorem 
of Anderson [1], which in turn has its roots in the work of 
Klee [22].
(2.1) Mapping Replacement Theorem for Q . Given € > 0 
and g:K— >Q , where K is compact, there exists an embed­
ding h :K — > q with d(g,h) <e and h(K) a z-set in Q.
(2.2) Homeomorphism Extension Theorem for Q . Each 
homeomorphism f;K K1 between Z-sets in Q can be extended 
to an ambient homeomorphism I : Q — >Q , and if d(f, id„) <e ,
F can be chosen so that d(f, id^) < € .
The following characterization of capsets in Q is due 
to Kroonenberg [23]. The proof is included here since it is 
the motivation for the development in Chapter 3 of new
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characterizaticns of f-d capsats.
(2.3) CAP Lemma. A subset M of Q has the compact 
absorption property if M can be expressed as ,
where
1) for each i, M, W Q and is a 2-set in both
and Q , and
2) for each c > 0 ,  there exists an integer I and map 
g:Q with d(g, id) < € .
Proof. For each € > 0, positive integer j , and com­
pact subset K of Q , it is necessary to find an embedding 
f as specified in condition 2) of the original definition. 
By hypothesis, there exists an integer k and map g:Q—  
such that dtg.idg) < e/4 . By (2.1), there is an embedding 
h:Q— ^  such that d(h,g) < e/4 and h(Q) is a z-set in 
M ^ Q .  Thus, d(h, idQ) < e/2 and d (h-1,idh ^ Q j ) < e/2 .  We 
can apply (2.2) to to get a homeomorphism h' sM^—
extending h-1|h(Kn M.) such that d(h' , id„ ) < e/2 . Then 
f *h'o h: K— is the desired embedding of K into 
which is the identity on K n and which is within e of
the identity. □
An immediate corollary of (2.3) is that
E - (x e q | sup |x. | < 1) 
i>0 *
is a capset in Q ■ since it can be expressed as
U i~l [_1 + 1/1 ' 1 * *
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(2.4) The Standard Reduction. It cam be shown that 
a o-Z-set in Q which contains a capset is itself a capset. 
Thus, to demonstrate that a a-Z-set S in Q is actually a 
capset. it suffices to exhibit a tower of Hilbert cubes con­
tained in S which satisfies the conditions of the CAP Lemma. 
It is likewise true that a union of countably many finite- 
dimensional z-sets in Q is an f-d capset if it contains an 
f-d capset.
2.2. Growth hyperspaces of Peano continua.
In the present chapter, certain hyperspaces with the 
growth property are shown to be capsets in 2X . to apply 
the CAP Lemma, it is necessary to construct hyperspaces 
homeomorphic to Q . Crucial in this regard is the following 
lemma, which is a consequence of Corollary 5.2 of [11].
(2.5) Lemma. Let X be a non-degenerate Peano con­
tinuum and let A^ ..... AJ1 be non-empty closed subsets of X
such that U/l, A. ? X . Then U/Li 2? "» Q . andX X X  X X
U*” -! G (X) * Q if X contains no free arc.X X
A Peano continuum X can be given a convex metric d 
so that for each pair of distinct points x , y e X there 
exists an arc in X between x and y which is isometric to 
the interval [O.d(x.y)] . Henceforth we assume d is a con­
vex metric when X is a Peano continuum. For each t ^ O  . we
define an expans ion map nfc:2x — >2X by
X
T)t (A) " 71 (A, » (x € x|a (x, A) t} .
v vIf d is bounded by 1, then r \ i2 x l — > 2  is a contraction 
of 2 to the element fx) . Furthermore, each growth hyper­
space A is invariant under any expansion map; said another 
way, r|(J'Xl)crJf. This is because expanding a set A via a 
convex metric does not create any new components, i.e., each 
component of rit(A) contains a component of A .
To apply the CAP Lemma, it is also necessary to Know 
when one hyperspace is a z-set in another. Expansion maps 
are useful in some cases, for example# in showing (X) is
Ya z-set in 2 . To show certain containment hyperspaces
are z-sets, Curtis and Schori constructed a different type 
of map in the proof of the following lemma [16, Lemma 5.4].
(2.6) Lemma. Let A be a closed set with non-empty 
interior in a non-degenerate Peano continuum X . Then for
Y X Xeach e> 0 ,  there exists a map g:2 — > 2  \2? such that 
d(g,id)<e and g(F)\A*F\A for each F € 2X . If a con­
tains no free arc in X, then g[C(X)] Cc(X)\c, (X) .A
The preceding lemma can be generalized to show that 
certain finitely-generated growth hyperspaces and inclusion 
hyperspaces are z-sets in 2X and in other hyperspaces.
(2.7) Lemma. Let A  A., be closed subsets withl n
non-empty interiors in a non-degenerate Peano continuum X .
Then for each € > 0 ,  there exists a map g:2X — ^2X\ U i” 1 2X
such that d(g, id) <e and g(F)\u£i AA “ FXU^lj for each
n
P € 2X . Moreover, if B, B_ are closed subsets of Xi  in
contained in then U™m l 2 ^  is invariant under
g , and Ujlj_ Gg (X) is invariant under g provided X con­
tains no free arc.
Proof. The map g is the composition of g^ , ..., gn ,
X Xwhere each map g.:2 -^2 is obtained via (2.6). The
Vdesired invariance will follow from the invariance of 2g 
and Gg(X) , where B * B1 . If FO B ,  then B C x X U " ^  Ai and
g(F)\Uj” j A. ™ implies g (F) Cl 3 ■ P H B “ B . There­
fore, g [2g] c 2* .
In the case when X contains no free arc, each map g^
is defined in the proof of Lemma 5.U of [16] by first defin-
ving r:X— ^C(X) and then lifting r to a map on 2 in the
obvious way: g. (F) *r[F] =* IJ r(a) . Consequently, g.X d£F X
commutes with set summation. So not only maps each con­
nected element to a connected element, but actually respects 
components: if (Fa|a ed7) is the set of components of F,
then g^ (F) * U ^ ^ g ^ f F ^  , and each g ^ F ^  is connected and 
meets B if FQ does. Therefore, g^[Gg(X)] C G0 (X) , and 
the same is true of the composition g . □
2.3. Main results.
Two separate theorems are stated, one for "no free 
arc" and the other for "inclusion property"; these are then 
generalized and combined into one theorem.
1
(2.8) Theorem. If X is a non-degenerate Peano con­
tinuum containing no free arc and i is a dense c-Z-set in
X X2 with the growth property, then 1 is a capset in 2 .
Proof. It suffices to construct a tower V 2 c ...
in J> which satisfies the conditions of the CAP Lemma. Each
will be a finitely-generated growth hyperspace which,
X Xbeing a closed subset of 2 contained in a o-Z-set in 2 ,
xris automatically a Z-set in 2 ,
The generating collection for is chosen so that
is homeomorphic to q and e. »n  ̂ maps 2X into V. . Letl 2-i i
X. “ fx. , . . ., x ) be a (2~ ) -net in X and let D-, , . ..,l 1 i  m l n
be the non-empty subsets of . Choose a positive number 
which is less than d(Xj,x^)/2 whenever x^ f  xk . When
i>l , we impose on an additional condition (determined
b y  ) which will be stated when it is argued that
is a Z-set in V, . For j*l,...,n, let .
Each is an element of J  : because J' is dense in 2X ,
there exists B* e J> such that p (D^,B^) < €  ̂, so B* C Bj and
each component of B_j must meet BJ . Thus, “ Uj^1 GB (X)
is contained in Jt . By (2.5), is homeomorphic to Q 
since Bj ** r|(X^,e^) yt x by our choice of .
To see that e^:2X — , note that for each F € 2X , 
each component of e^(F) contains a ball of radius 2~*
(with respect to the convex metric d ) which in turn must 
contain the ball of radius 2~*~^ centered at some x^ e X^ .
1
If Dj is the set of all such x^ , then Bj * T)(Dj,e^>
c ri(Dj»2“^- )̂ c e^(F) and each component of e^F) meets
Bj , so e^F) € Ga (̂X) C U± .
It remains to show that V _ 1 is a z-set in when 
i > 1 . Let fB^ , B̂ ,} be the generating collection for
. If Cj , ..., Cm, are the components of r\ €i-l^ '
then each component of each B'. is some Ct . choose e .j K 1
small enough so that each c^X r\ (Xi# } has non-empty inte­
rior, and set Ak * cl ( Ck\ ti (X̂ , e^) ) . By (2.7), given €>0,
there exists a map g:2X — >2X\ U I’l1 2X such that d(g,id)<eJ 1 Aj
and for any closed set B C xNljj^Aj , g[GB (X)] C Gfi(X) .
Since Bx  Bn C ri(Xi,ei) C x X U ^ A j  , g [ C , and
U™.! Gb, (X) C UjI"J1 2X implies g: V. > - O
(2.9) Theorem. if X is a non-degenerate Peano conti-
nuum and i is a ff-z-set in 2 with the inclusion property,
then A is a capset in 2X ,
The proof is omitted since it so closely parallels the 
preceding proof, a  tower of finitely-generated inclusion 
hyperspaces is constructed instead of a tower of finitely- 
generated growth hyperspaces. The details simplify somewhat 
since it is not necessary to keep track of components when 
dealing with the inclusion property.
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(2.10) Theorem. If X is a Peano continuum, Si is a
growth hyperspace of X which is homeomorphic to Q , and
is a dense c-z-set in Si with the growth property, then J>
is a capset in Si provided X contains no free arc or S
(and therefore Si ) has the inclusion property.
Proof. The proofs of (2.8) and (2.9) are unaffected 
by replacing 2X with 1 . is closed in 2X and contained
in a c-Z-set in Si and therefore is a z-set in Si . is
still homeomorphic to Q , and e^ certainly maps Si into 
. □
It should be noted that only the fact that Si is 
homeomorphic to Q was used above. Si is automatically a 
growth hyperspace since it is the closure of a hyperspace 
with the growth property. The potential candidates for Si 
include C(X) , 2X , Cft(X) , 2X (A) , C(X;A) , etc.
2.4. Applications.
The following three corollaries generalize an example 
of Kroonenberg [23] already cited: the hyperspace of all
closed zero-dimensional subsets of I is a pseudo-interior 
of 21 .
(2.11) Corollary. If X is a non-degenerate Peano 
continuum, then £(X) - (Fe 2X | int F ■ (21) is a pseudo­
interior of 2X . if additionally X contains no free arc, 
then /9(X) Hc(X) is a pseudo-interior of c (X) .
IE
Proof. Let fx^ , x2 , ...} be a dense sequence in X • 
For each 1 , let be the inclusion hyperspace generated 
by the collection {-q ((x^ , 1/i) , ..., T} ( (x^ , 1/i)) . By
(2.6), each is a Z-set in 2X , and Jjfl C{X) is a Z-set
in c (X) if X contains no free arc. The hyperspace J>(X) 
of all closed subsets with non-empty interior in X has the 
inclusion property. Thus, J (X) ■ is s capset in
2X , and J(X)flc(X) is a capset in C(X) if X contains no 
free arc. □
(2.12) corollary. If X is a non-degenerate Peano 
continuum, then .5(X) " (Fe 2 | dimF"0) is a pseudo­
interior of 2X .
Proof. ^(X) consists of the closed, totally discon­
nected subsets of X . For each i , let dN be the inclusion 
hyperspace of all closed subsets having a component with
diameter at least 1/i . So <8 (X) - U * !  8 . is an F whose1*1 1 o
complement in 2X is ^(X) . Curtis flU] has exhibited arbi­
trarily small maps of 2X into the hyperspace 5 (X) of all
finite subsets of X. Since 3(x) C Jfr(x) , 8 (X) is a
c-Z-set in 2X containing the capset J(X) , and therefore is
yitself a capset in 2 .  G
(2.13) corollary. If X is a non-degenerate Peano 
continuum, then & (X) “ (F e 2X | F is a Cantor set) is a 
pseudo-interior for 2X .
Proof. The cantor sets are the perfect subsets of X
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of dimension zero, so ^(X) c «5(X) . Since the latter is a 
pseudo-interior of 2 , it suffices to show that the comple­
ment ^ (X) *2X\^(X) is a o-z-set in 2X . Since (X) is the 
union of d (X) and the hyperspace X (X) of all closed sub­
sets having an isolated point, we need only show that X (X)
Vis a c-Z-set in 2 . There are arbitrarily small maps
rie:2X  >2X\^(X) since, for any e > 0  and F € 2X , r)£ (F)
can have no isolated points. Ft>r each i, let
“ f F e 2X | d (x, F\fx) ) ̂  1/i , for some x € F} .
OC? yThen X (X) “ IL-t*',- is an F„ in 2 , and therefore a1"~-L 1 0yo-z-set in 2 . □
The next two results were originally obtained by 
Kroonenberg f 23 J.
(2.14) Corollary. p(Q) * TF e 2^ | F is a Z-set in Q } 
is a pseudo-interior of 2Q and jHQ)Oc(Q) is a pseudo­
interior of C(Q) .
Proof. <7 (q ) ■2^\;(q) is an Fff in 2® since it can 
be expressed as <7i , where
<7± - fF € 2° | d(f,id) > 1/n , for all frQ > q\f} .
There exist arbitrarily small maps g:Q— > s  which induce 
arbitrarily small maps g: ( 2° , c (Q) ) — > ( 2s , C (S )) . Since 
2s c p(Q) , <7 (q) is a g-z-set in 2^. Since (7 (Q) has the 
inclusion property, <7 (q) is a capset in 2Q and <7(Q)Hc(Q) 
is a capset in C(Q) * □
(2.15) Corollary. (2Q , 2s) » <C(Q) , C(s)) (Q , s) -
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Proof. Bach endslice W of Q is a z-set in Q . It
follows that 2®(W) is a Z-set in 2® and C(Q;W) is a Z-set
in C(Q) . The union of all such 2®(w) is 2®\2S , which has 
the inclusion property. Thus, 2®\2S is a capset in 2^ and
C(Q)\c(s) is a capset in C(Q) . □
The following generalization of (2.15) is due to 
Curtis (12].
(2.16) Corollary. If X is a connected, topologically 
complete, nowhere locally compact space which admits a 
metric with property S, then X has a Peano compactification
X such that <2^ , 2X) * <C(X) , C (X) } « (Q , s) .
Proof. It can be shown that X has a Peano compact­
if ication >E such that the remainder X\X is locally non­
separating in X . x\x can then be expressed as F^
where each is a closed, locally non-separating set in
X . For each i , 2X(F̂ ) is a z-set in 2X and C(X?F^) is
a Z-set in C (X) . Since x\x is dense in X , it is easy to
see that 2^\2X « 2^tF^) is dense in 2X and likewise
C(X)\C(X) - C(X-Fi) is dense in C(X) . 2X\2X and
C (35) \C (X) each have the growth property; these are capsets
_in 2 and C(X) , respectively, since X contains no free 
arc. □
(2.17) Remark. In the original proof by Curtis and
2]
XSchori[15] that 2 ** Q for any non-degenerate Peano conti-
Ynuum X , 2 was represented as the inverse limit of a
sequence of hyperspaces 2 * , where each 1̂  is a finite con­
nected graph contained in X . The inverse limit is a subset
00 r*of the product 2 1 . If this product is given the
metric p defined by P(x,y) “ 2 P^(x^,y^) , where
each p^ is bounded by 1, then for each projection map tri , 
p (Tri# id) s2 1 . in particular, given e > 0 , there exists a
finite connected graph r c X and map f:2x — > 2r  such that 
p(f,id) < e .
(2.18) Proposition. For each non-degenerate Peano 
continuum X and positive integer n , the hyperspace C^X) 
of all closed subsets of X with at most n components is a 
Z-set in 2X .
Proof. Given e > 0 , there exists a finite connected
graph r <= X and map f: 2X — > 2T such that p(f,id)<e/3.
T  ̂ TLet e:2 — > 2  be the expansion map he/3 • F°r each
pFe 2 , each component of e(F) has diameter at least 2e/3 .
If A is a fixed triangulation of r such that the length of 
each segment of T is less then e/3 , then e(F) must con­
tain some segment.
Say , ..., are the segments of r . Subdivide 
each Aa into n subsegments A ^  A^n . For each
j * 1, ...,n, pick an arc B± ̂ c A^ j . By (2.7), there is a
map g r ^  > 2*\ ( UjLi 2^ ) such that p(g,id)<e/3 and
g (E) \B " e\b for each E e 2r # where B “ Uj1̂  Bi  ̂. If
E contains a segment A^ # then g(E) H has at least n+1 
components, since a^ is not a cycle in r * g(E) has at 
least n+1 components. Thus# g° e:2r — ^ 2r\cn (D and 
g o e o f .  2X— ^2X\cn (X) with d(g» eo f , id) <c . □
Since each Cn (X) is a growth hyperspace# we have the 
following consequence of (2 *1 0 ).
(2.19) corollary. If X is a non-degenerate Peano 
continuum containing no free arc, then the hyperspace 
U ^ ^ C ^ X )  of all closed subsets with finitely many compo-
ynents is a capset in 2 .
CHAPTER 3 
GEOMETRIC VERSIONS OF THE
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL COMPACT ABSORPTION PROPERTY
3.1. A cellular version.
The parallel definitions of the compact absorption 
property and the finite-dimensional compact absorption prop­
erty suggest that theorems pertaining to one property should 
have analogues pertaining to the other. While such is often 
the case, the development of a more usable characterization 
of the F-D CAP reveals dramatic differences between the two 
properties.
If we attempt to mimic the CAP Lemma, using a tower of 
finite-dimensional cubes in place of a tower of Hilbert 
cubes, two potential difficulties are immediately apparent. 
First, In does not exhibit the nice homogeneity that Q 
does. (The Homeomorphism Extension Theorem for Q is also 
referred to as the z-set homogeneity of Q.) Second, In 
does not have the "universal appeal" that Q has. In using
(2.3) to verify that a subset of Q has the CAP, copies of 
Q are easy to come by; for instance, there are countless 
hyperspaces with different geometric descriptions which are 
all homeomorphic to Q . On the other hand, there are infi­
nitely many topologically distinct finite-dimensional spaces 
of interest (in particular, among hyperspaces). Thus, a 
faithful analogue of the CAP Lemma may be too restrictive to
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be of much use.
The first problem is overcome in this section by find­
ing suitable finite-dimensional analogues of the Mapping 
Replacement and Homeomorphisnt Extension Theorems for Q .
The next section addresses the second problem, anticipating 
the structure of the particular finite-dimensional hyper­
spaces to be encountered in chapter b .
The analogue of (2.1) needed is the classic result
that for any m-dimensional separable metric space K , the
2m+lspace of embeddings of K into I is dense in the space
of mappings of K into i2 m + 1 (aee j2 0, p.56J).
(3.1) Finite-Dimensional Mapping Replacement Theorem.
Given e > 0  and g:K > 1 , where K is a separable
metric space of dimension m , there exists an embedding 
h:K > x 2m+1 with d(g,h)<e.
In contrast to the theorem for Q , it may be impossi­
ble to have h(K) be a z-set in i2nt+1 p In fact, each Z-set 
in In must be contained in in # the combinatorial boundary. 
To determine what hypothesis should correspond to the re­
quirement in the CAP Lemma that be a Z-set in Mi + 1 . we
examine Barit's proof in (5] of the Homeomorphism Extension 
Theorem for Q . The construction of the homeomorphism 
H:Q— > Q extending a given homeomorphism hiK^ — ^ K 2 
between z-sets hinges on the fact that Kj and K2 can be 
taken to lie in s and to have infinite deficiency. The 
infinitely many "free" coordinates provide the room needed
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to build the extension. Anderson observes in [3] that 
Barit's proof has a finite-dimensional corollary. Essen­
tially, a homeomorphism hjK^ between compact subsets
of can be extended if enough extra coordinates are pro­
vided. The following is a finite-dimensional adaptation of 
Barit's theorem and proof.
(3.2) Finite-Dimensional Homeomorphism Extension 
Theorem. Let h:K^ — > be a homeomorphism between com­
pact subsets of Fm such that d(h,id) < e . Then there exists
a homeomorphism H:F2m > R 2m such that H extends h and
d (H, id) < e .
Proof. We consider P2m as with Kx , K2 <z F” ;
the homeomorphism we extend is h x idiK^ x -- > K2 x fO) .
Suppose d (h# id) * e1 < e1+ 26 < e . For i*l,2, choose 
homeomorph isms c D a (yeP™ | d(y,5) si) so that





The composition of the maps
(id,f.) h x i d  {id.f, ) " 1
kx x (5)---------- ±—> rx  -------> r2 2----> k2 x (S)
is the map to be extended. The desired homeomorphism H 
will be the composition of the extensions
P1 * *2   > R 1 X P2    > P 1 X P2    > P 1 X P2
to be constructed.
First, define g:K— >R™ by g(y) “ f'^y) - f^fy) .
By Dugundji's Extension Theorem (see [20, p.188]), there is 
an extension 5:8™— whose image is contained in the 
convex hull of the image of g . Since d(h,id) * , the
image g is contained in the set E * fxeF™ | d(x,B) s e ^  , 
which is convex. Hence the image of g is contained in E , 
i.e., d(g(y),0) £ e1 for all ye R ™ *
For i “ l,2, ^as *ts *ma9e *-n c°nv®3«
set D . Again by Dugundji's Extension Theorem, there exist 
extensions f^iF^— whose images are contained in D . 
Thus, d(fi(x),0)sfl for all xep j .
Define G:r™ xP™ >p” xF™ by G(x,y) *^x+g(y),y^ .
This is a homeomorphism and d(G,id) £ because d(g(y),5) 
s for all y c F™ * Moreover, if f^(y)*y € »
G i f ^ \ y ) t y ) - ( f ^ i y )  ^ t ' h y )  - f ~ \ y ) , y) - ( £ 2 1 { y ) ' y )  • 8 0  
G extends h x — >1^ .
We also extend ^  to a homeomorphism f a of R™ x R™ 
by defining Fi (x,y) » ̂ x ,y + ft(x)^ . since dll^xJ.O)
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for all xeP™, we have d(F^, id) ^ 6 . Whenever x e K. , 
rt(,.0, . < x .0 + ?i<x,> - < x  , f̂ (x)̂  , s o  F^ extends
(id, f x  f5)-->T± . The composition H * F^"* ° G° F^ is
an extension of h x id:K^ x (5} — *k 2 * (3) which satisfies 
d(h, id) s= Cj+26 < e . □
In the preceding proof, R* xF^ « (0 ,1 ) ̂  » l2in cor-
2 2responds geometrically to A^ x A‘ x in the proof of
the infinite-dimensional theorem. It appears that the con­
dition to be imposed on the position of Mi in should
correspond to the position of Fm in F2m . Actually, what
is needed is (E^ E ^  « (P2n,Pn> and M± c ex c e2 C ,
for some E^ , E2 , n , k .
miIn the case when ** I for each i , this can be 
achieved by simply requiring that Mi be contained in M i+1 .
We may assume that M, CF° for some face F of Mi + 1 . Let
n - dim F . For each j , x I embeds in M^ +1 with the 
image of Mj x (0) being . So there exists an embedding
<p:FxIn xln -> M i+2n such that VTFxrC) x fO) ) - F. Let
L - (p[FX fC) xin] u flP[FxIn x (0)] . Then (L° , F° ) ** (P2n, Pn)
and M£ c  c l° C Mi+2n .
(3.3) First F-D CAP Lemma. A subset M of Q has the
finite-dimensional compact absorption property if M can be
expressed as , where
mi1) for each i , ** I for some m^ , is a z-set
in Q , and c , and
2) for each € > 0, there exists an integer A and map
2
g:Q ►Mjj with d(g,id) <€ .
Proof. For each e > 0 , positive integer j , and
m-dimensional compact subset K of Q , we must exhibit a
positive integer k and embedding h:K such that
h|KHMj*id and d(h,id)<e. Choose <e>maxrj,2m) and
m#g^rQ such that d(g1#id) < e/U . Since ** I and
^ ^ 2m + 1 , by (3.1) there exists an embedding
g:K »ma such that dfg^g^ < e/U . Thus, d (g, id) < c/2 and
d<g“x, id) < c/ 2 .
By previous comments, there exist positive integers k
and n^ , and sets and E2 such that c Ei c E 2 c Mk
and (e2 'ex) “ (P2n*,RnA). Since g^l^KOM..] is a homeo­
morphism between compact subsets of E^ such that d(g”X, id)
< e/ 2 , by (3.2) there exists a homeomorphism fiE^ >
extending g-X|g(KriMj] with d(f, id) < c/2 . Then f o g  is
an embedding of K into which leaves KO Mj fixed and 
which is within e of the identity. □
As a corollary we have that t  *  ^ iml(I x (0,0,...)) 
is an f-d capset in 1111 . Also, in the standard Hilbert cube,
0 ■ (x e £ | * 0  for all but finitely many i }
is an f-d capset since it can be expressed as
Ui°l2 (r- 1 + 1/i . 1 - 1/i] 1 x (0 , l - l/i] x (0 ,0 , .. .)) .
To generalize the First F-D CAP Lemma, we observe that 
a tower is an f-d capset if it "sandwiches" a tower which is 
an f-d capset. This trivial observation yields the follow­
ing lemma.
(3.4) Second F-D CAP Lemma. A subset M of Q has the
finite-dimensional compact absorption property if M can be
expressed as » where
1) for each i , is a Z-set in Q ,
2 ) for each e > 0 , there exists a positive integer I and
map g:Q— such that d(g,id) <€ , and
mi3) for each i, there exists D ^ I  such that
Mi C C Di C ^ i  ' f°r some mi ' ni *
Proof. Set * where k(l) *1 and k(i+l)
= ^(i) * Then the tower Ni c N2 C * "  satisfies the condi­
tions of the First F-D CAP Lemma since, for each i ,
N. ~ D, , . . C M  C  D_ " D, , , . -i \ « N. .i k (l) ^k (i) (i) (i+1 ) i+l
Therefore, Mi “ is an f-d capset in Q . □
As a corollary we note that
(x g t 2 | (ix^)2 « 1 , for some n )
is an f-d capset in the ellipsoidal Hilbert cube
E- fxe t2 | 2".1(ix±)2 s 1 ) 
since the former can be written as U_j°̂  Ej * where 
Ej ■ (x g I 2 ( E^^tix ^)2 ■ 1 ) is a (j-l)-sphere which is the 
combinatorial boundary of the j-hemisphere Ej+^*I^ .
3.2. A polyhedral version.
In light of the Second F-D CAP Lemma, f-d capsets can 
be identified by finding conditions on the position of 
in M ^ + 1 which imply the existence of as in condition 3) 
above. Intuitively, one would expect to be able to build
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such a in Mn  ̂ if locally has sufficiently high co­
dimension in Mn  ̂. One way to obtain local codimension m 
is to require that xI™ can be embedded in Hn^ so that 
the image of x (3) is • We say that qp is an m-fringe
over K in L if qp:Kxim  ►L is an embedding such that
K “ qp [K x [0] ] ; we call K the base of qp .
The characterization of the F-D CAP that will serve 
our needs is derived from the Second F-D CAP Lemma by show­
ing that condition 3) of that lemma follows from the hypo­
thesis that each is a contractible polyhedron which is
the base of a 1-fringe in M̂ , , for some i' . The proof of 
this uses some techniques from simple-homotopy theory (see 
Cohen [8 ]) and the theory of regular neighborhoods (see 
Rourke and Sanderson [25]).
Let K be a subpolyhedron of L. We say K ^ L  (there 
is an elementary expansion from K _to L ) and L ̂  K (there 
is an elementary collapse from L _to K) if L*K|jA* where 
A is a simplex of L , KH A is an n-ball in K , and 
(A , KH A) «=* (In+1, in) for some n . If there is a finite 
sequence K £ g  ... £ L , we say k / l  ( K expands to L ) 
and L ^ K  ( L collapses to K ) . Two polyhedra are said to 
have the same simple-homotopy type if one can be obtained 
from the other by a finite sequence of elementary expansions 
or collapses or both.
It is a standard result that if K and L have the 
same simple-homotopy type, then there exists a polyhedron P 
such that k / p \ l . A contractible polyhedron K may fail
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to be collapsible, but it does have the simple-homotopy type 
of a point, and therefore K / p \  (point) , for some P.
(3.5) Proposition. If K is a contractible polyhedron, 
then there exists D» Im such that K - K x  (15) c d c k x  In , for 
some m , n .
Proof. With k / p ^ j  (point) as in the preceding com­
ments, view P as sitting in Pm for some m . k / p can be
expressed as K ■ g  K2 £  -. . £  Kj * P . Each elementary
expansion g  Ki+i can realized using a factor »
so we can assume K x ( 0 )  c p c k x  1^ .
Let D be a regular neighborhood of P . D * Im since 
P is collapsible. Furthermore, D \ P , which can be ex­
pressed as P - Px g  p 2 g  Pk * D * So as before, D
lies in a copy of P x l k . Thus, KX (15} C D c K x . □
(3.6) Third F-D CAP Lemma. A subset M of Q has the 
finite-dimensional compact absorption property if M can be 
expressed as Mi ' where
1 ) for each i , is a z-set in Q ,
2 ) for each e > 0 , there exists a positive integer t  and 
map g:Q— with d(g,id) <e , and
3) for each i , is a contractible polyhedron which is
the base of a 1-fringe in M̂ , , for some i’ .
Proof. By (3.5), for each i, there exists D^ * I 
such that M c d . c Mn . . for some m. , n, . Let at be a
,  *  j  mi+11-fringe over "ni in some . Then DJ “ qjfD̂  x I]* I
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and c  d J c dj c . Thus the tower satisfies the con­
ditions of the Second F-D CAP Lenina. □
It turns out that the hyperspaces of interest in Chap­
ter b are contractible polyhedra, and fringes over the sim- 
plices of one of these (in some other one) arise quite nat­
urally. However, given V from among these hyperspaces, 
there is no apparent way in terms of X to define a 1-fringe 
over all of V . The following theorem demonstrates that the 
existence of an abundance of limited fringes may imply the
existence of a total fringe.
(3.7) Theorem. Let K C X ^ X j C  ... be a tower with 
K a collapsible polyhedron. Suppose there is a collection 
4 each element of which is an m-fringe over A in Xn , for 
some integers m, n and simplex A of K, and suppose that 
4 satisfies the following conditions:
1) for each simplex A of K , the O-fringe id belongs 
to 4 ,
2) if qpiA x lm  belongs to 4 and B is a face ofn
A , then |B x Im also belongs to 4 , and
3) if fcp̂  , ..., ) c | and, for some integer k and sim­
plex A of K , the base of each is contained in A
and F* im qp̂  c x^ , then there exists a 1-fringe
+ :F x I >X k + 1 such that im ♦ ft x^ “ F and, for each
mj mj+1qpi:Ai XI 1 — >Xn± , the fringe 4*qp^sA^ x I 1 — >xk+i 
defined by ♦*c|(a;t1  Sn̂ t-l* * t i .... tm ),tmi+l)
3
belongs to I .
Iben there exists a 1-fringe 5 over K in some X^ .
Proof. Suppose [point] “ ̂  g  K2 £ ... g  Kg ■ K We
inductively construct a 1-fringe ? over K in X. * forr r Xf
r ■ 1, ..., s , and take 5 to be 5g . Let * be some
1-fringe over K. in X. .1 Suppose we have already defined 
a 1-fringe 5 over such that im?r fl K m , and for
each simplex C in Kr there exists [x^ #-••* X̂ ,) such
that ? fC x I] C In' X^ an(3 the base of each x^ con­
tained in C .
Kr+  ̂ is obtained from Kr by attaching a simplex a  at
a ball B . Then there exists (p. € $ such that1 m
?r [B x I] c im and each cp̂  has its base contained in
B . Let qpm + 1 be the O-fringe idft and say P* 
is contained in X^ . By hypothesis, there exists a fringe
* : F X I > xk + 1 such that im + n xk ■ F and ^
belongs to I for each 
i “ 1, . . ., m+1. Let E 
denote 5r [B X I) .
(A, B)« (BXI, BX{0]) 
so *[(EUA) XI] can 
be reparametrized as 
A X I so that E - B X I .
This means a 1-fringe V  can be defined over A so as to 
extend 5r lBXI . Thus, can be extended to a 1-fringe
Sr + 1 over Kr + 1 , and im 5 r+1fl K - Kr + 1 since im ♦* n k ■ A .
3
It remains to show that for each simplex C in Kr+  ̂
there exists # • * ■ # X„, « * such that g +1 [C X IJ is con­
tained in U±® x im xA an<3 the base of each is contained
in C . Actually it is only necessary to show this for the 
simplex A and its free face A' since these are the only 
simplices of which are not in Kr . By construction,
§ r + 1 [A x IJ - ♦'[AXI] ■ t r (E U A) X I] C im f A , where \|[' ,
♦ , and 4̂  are as above. Likewise, ?r+A[A'Xl] “ ^‘fA* x I] 
c im , where each is a restriction of some ,
and therefore an element of I . □
CHAPTER 4 
THE FINITE-DIMENSIONAL 
COMPACT ABSORPTION PROPERTY 
IN HYPERSPACES OP GRAPHS
4.1. Finite-dimensional growth hyperspaces.
vIn chapter 2, certain capsets in 2 were identified 
by constructing a tower of growth hyperspaces. In this 
chapter, certain f-d capsets are identified in like manner. 
We will not be confronted with the alternate hypotheses "no 
free arc" and "inclusion property" that were needed to guar­
antee that the elements of the tower in chapter 2 were 
Hilbert cubes. Rather, an abundance of free arcs is needed 
to provide enough finite-dimensional growth hyperspaces.
Our attention is therefore restricted to hyperspaces of a 
finite, non-degenerate, connected graph r .
Unlike the previous situation, all the finitely- 
generated growth hyperspaces in the tower to be constructed 
are topologically distinct. in this section, a number of 
examples are provided to develop the techniques for analyz­
ing their structure. Kelley noted in [21] that for a finite 
connected graph r * C(r) is a polyhedron. Duda [17], [18] 
has studied the structure of C(r) in detail. The simplest 
cases of C(r) serve as a model for the parametrization of 
polyhedral growth hyperspaces.
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(4.1) Example. C(I) is honteomorphic to the triangle 
in F 2 with vertices ^0,l) ,
<1 .1> , <0 ,0 > via the cor­
respondence given by 
F <—> (min F , max f) . In 
this representation, F^d) 
is the hypotenuse.
An alternate repre­
sentation is the triangle diam
with vertices {0 ,0) , ^1 ,1^ ,
lV , where F corresponds — ■■■■>
midpt
to ^midpt F , diam F^ . F^ (I) 
appears as the base of the triangle.
o 2(J*.2) E x a m p l e . Let d be the closed unit disk in F
1 * 2  1 1  and let S * D • Each F € C (S )\fS } can be characterized
by its geodesic midpoint m(F) and geodesic diameter (i.e.,
arc length) 6 (F) . The correspondence between F and
(1 - 6(F)/2tt)* m (F) gives a homeomorphism between C(S^) and
D2 with Fx (S1) * S 1 .
Another approach is to obtain the space S 1 X (0, 2tt] 
by supposing m(F) and 6(F) to be independent, and then 
identify the rim S 1 x f 2tt) to a point, namely s1 € CtS1) .
In this case, F ^ S 1) is S 1 x (0) .
(k*3) Example. Let T be the triod consisting of 
three segments A , B , C meeting at the vertex v . Each
min
3
subcontinuum containing the point 
v can be characterized by its 
endpoints in A * in B , and in C .
Any other subcontinuum is either 
contained in A , in B, or in C .
So c (T) is the 3-cube Cfvj (T) 
with the triangular flanges C (A) »
C(B) , C (C) attached along the 
edges meeting at the vertex fv).
The union of those three edges is (T) •
If EeC(r) » then G„(r) is a subset of C(r); C, ^T)t I vj
in the preceding example is such a hyperspace. Even if 
xEc 2 has finitely many components, G_(r) is easier tolL
parametrize than C(r) since it is "anchored" at the element
E ; all other elements of G-tr) can be identified by how£■
they have "grown" from E . Actually there are two types of 
growth to be parametrized: outward growth and gap-closing 
growth.
(4.4) Example. With T as above, G. (T) * I XI ,A D V
uc ____  UBUC
where I is a copy of the segmentO
Uf* UB
B which describes growth in B
(and likewise for I ). we give
the endpoints of I the labelsB
"U0" and "ijB" to indicate no growth in B (i.e., FflB*(v}) 
and inclusive growth in B (i.e., FflB^B), respectively.
(4.5) Example. Trisect I as ayP UY • To compute
GaUY^U ' note that possible
0to grow outward from a toward y a
("positive growth") or outward from
Y toward a ("negative growth"). However, the positive and 
negative growth are not independent, for simultaneous growth 
in both directions may close the gap 0° between a and y . 
In fact, there are infinitely many paths from "u0" to "uP" *
We represent this by a triangle 
in P . The (+)-coordinate 
measures growth to the right 
in 0 and the (-)-coordinate 
measures growth to the left.
The hypotenuse is dotted to 
indicate that it is identified 




a U Y(I) .
(4.6) Example. with T as 
before, trisect A as A ^ iAj U A j .
Consider G (T) . Starting 1 3
from U A3 , growth in A2 , 
growth in B , and growth in C 
are independent. Therefore,





O li(4.7) Example. With G (T) * I and G (T) ** I asA A^UA^
above, G. (T) c g_ (T) . While the dimension of C(r) is A A^UAj
determined by r * the dimension of also depends on
the number of components of &, and therefore can be arbi­
trarily large. In comparing G (T) to G_ (T) , it isA^UA^ A
apparent that the introduction of the gap Aj not only gen­
erates a hyperspace of higher dimension, but actually results
in G (T) having a natural 2-fringe in G_ M_ (T) .A 1 3
4.2. Hyperspaces generated by triangulations.
For a tower of finitely-generated growth hyperspaces
pto be dense in 2 , the members of the tower must get suc-
rcessively closer to 2 (with respect to the Hausdorff 
metric on 2^ ). This will certainly happen if the gener-
■pating collections themselves approximate 2 . An obvious
choice for a generating collection is the collection A of 
all segments of r with respect to some triangulation (which 
we also call A ). Successively finer triangulations gener-
pate growth hyperspaces successively closer to 2 . Moreover,
the position of one such hyperspace in another can be stud­
ied in terms of "gaps” and the associated fringes.
Let £ be a triangulation of r .  By DC a we mean 
that D is a non-empty subcollection of segments. Then
" M d C A G Ud^  iS the ^ w t h  hyperspace of r gener­
ated by the trianoulation A . F€j^(r) if and only if each
component of F contains some segment of r relative to A .
4
Viewing J^(r) as the union of singly-generated growth 
hyperspacea does not give a convenient description of its 
structure since each is fairly complex, and inter­
sections among these can be equally bad. A more organized
picture results from decomposing J'Jr) into restrieted-L ----------
growth hyperspaces. For DC a , define Rd(a ) to be
{F € G(jfc/r) |each component of Ffl 6 meets Ud, for each 6 ca) .
When the triangulation is understood, may be written for
RpfA) . Let d * denote the collection of all segments which 
meet some segment of D . For elements of R^ , not only is 
growth from U d limited to adjacent segments, but also 
growth from one segment of D*\D to another is prohibited.
So rd may be a proper subset of Gy^UD*) .
(4.8) Example. Let i “ f a , 3 , y , 6 )  be a partition of 
I as shown. The poly­
hedron J\(l) is dia-A
grammed on the next page 
by means of res trieted- 
growth hyperspaces. To 
clarify that picture,
G_(I) is shown here.do
For convenience we 
write a6 for au5 »
<aS> for R(a>6 )<A>. 
etc. Notice that points 




















Of particular interest in this example is the point I ,
which appears to be the center of the action. J'.(I) is most
a
complex at I and less 
complex farther away from
I . In fact, (I) canA
be collapsed to I by 
collapsing (partially) 
the cells , starting 
with those farthest from 
I . The collapses are 
performed according 
to the scheme at right.
a6
, /  \
ay 6 a06
y  \  \
ay a0y6 06
\  S  \  S
aJBy 0y6
Z' \  \
a0 0Y Y6
s  \  s \  s  \B Y
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(4.9) 'Theorem. If t  is a triangulation of a finite
connected graph r * then J\(r) is a collapsible polyhedron.a
_Proof» For D t ̂  , D*\D * f cî  $ • • •, ot̂ , P ̂ » ■ • •» 3 ,
where each intersects U d in only one point and each
intersects U d in two points. can be parametrized by
the allowable growth from UD in each segment of d *\d , with 
growth in distinct segments being independent. Thus,
“ n{Py |v € D*\d }, where Py parametrizes growth in the 
segment y . For each a. , P is the segment [U0#Ua.]X UL • X1





v\  in which the hypotenuse is identified
\
to the point MuP^"* in this case "uP" corresponds to {0 ,0 ^ 
and "UP^" corresponds to {l#l^ under some fixed reparame-
trization of P_ as I .
°i
Let R ^ - U f R p H R ^ D ^ E C D * ) .  r£ is actually the
union of the r^H r^ for which E “ Du f&) * for some fie D*\D < 
For all elements of such an Pi r̂ , , the 6-coordinate must 
be 1 if 6 meets Ud in one point, or ^l,l) if 6 meets UD 
in two points; the other coordinates are unrestricted. So
R* is a union of faces of R^ which contain the point
I *  ^1,1, ...,1^ . Mote that R^ is being viewed as I^+2,c .
If W is an n-face of R^ containing I , let w1 be
the union of the n (n-1 )-faces of w containing T .
Clearly W ^ W 1 ; in particular, ^  \  r£ . may be
4
smaller than R̂ j . However, each face w of which lies
in R^ hut not R^ can be collapsed to w* , and collapsing 
all such faces in this way, in order of decreasing dimen­
sion, effects a collapse of R^ to . The collapses 
R^ \ R^ can be performed for all D in order of increasing 
cardinality of D to obtain a collapse of ^(F) to R^ “ (r) • 
While the collection of restricted-growth hyperspaces 
does not constitute a simplicial complex, one can easily be 
obtained from the said collection by subdividing each R^ 
into simplices and including all faces of those simplices. 
Certainly (r) collapses to the element r with respect to 
that simplicial complex, □
4.3. Main results.
The Third F^D CAP Lemma and (3.7) were developed with
the structure of the hyperspaces J'Jr) in mind to obtain theA
following analogue of (2 .8 ).
(4.10) Theorem. If r is a finite, non-degenerate, 
connected graph, i is a dense union of countably many 
finite-dimensional 2-sets in 2^ , and J> has the growth 
property, then Jk is an f-d capset in 2r .
Proof. It suffices to construct V “ c ^ suc^
that the tower C c ... satisfies the conditions of
the Third F^D CAP Lemma. For each i , we take *0 m Jr. (r) ,
i
where is obtained from by subdividing each segment
of into five equal parts. By (4.9), this will produce a
4
tower of collapsible polyhedra.
For any triangulation & , let p ■ minfdiam 6 | 6 e i) ,
M * f midpt 6 | 6 c A} , and f S C M | S J?} . S ince J> is dense
in 2*", for each s e J  , there exists Fg € J> such that 
P (S, F ) < n/3 . Fe must be contained in Ud_ , whereb O b
bg » f 6 € A | & n s ^ P )  . Uds e Gf (r) c S  implies Gyp (r) c «* •5 S
Therefore, >,{?) c # and J'.fr) is a Z-set in Jr since J>L a
is a c-Z-set in 2 by hypothesis.
If we assume that each segment of has length 1 ,
then each segment of has length 5-^+  ̂. Given e > 0 ,
choose z so that < e/2 . The expansion map ri£ has
its image in (r) since, for each F£ 2r ' each component
Li
of in (F) must contain some segment of A, . So for each€ X
Ye > 0 , there exists an integer I and map g :2 — withX
p (g, id) < e .
It remains to show that for each i , there exists a
1-fringe over in some . This is accomplished by
verifying the conditions of (3.7). For a simplex c of ,
let (a )̂ be the smallest restricted-growth hyperspace 
c
(with respect to A^ ) containing a . Then A e c implies
A 3 UD_ . If 6 € D , 6 is partitioned in A ■ .i aso c 1 + 1
(6(1),...,6 (5)3; likewise 6(3) is partitioned in A-.- as1 +*
f6 (3,1),...,6 (3,5)) , etc. Of the 5m subsegments of 6
with respect to » let 6m be the middle segment
6 (3, 3, .. 3) . Define a 1-fringe-----m :OKl--*
introducing equal gaps centered in 6ftt” 1(2 ) and ;
the gaps in 6 n ep, (a,t) each have length 5"*“m+1t .6 , m
Given positive integers m^ < m^ < - -. < m^ and 
6 . , . . . , 6 . c d „ «  derive qp_ . iC X  >U. .
1  j  Q  # a ■ • p Oj t I H ^  f e e * #  j  ^  —
from cp, in the obvious way. Let *6̂ , m^ Tqii, m . a
consist of the cp, , „ „ for all possible choices, • •., q. ; , . ■ ■ , m j
of j , m^ < ... < nij , and 6 ̂  , ..., 6 ̂ e D o' together with
the O-fringe id_ . Take 4 to be the union of the * foro o
all simplices 5 of V, .
The collection 4 satisfies condition 2 ) of (3.7)
since Dff c d for any face o* of o . To verify condition
3), suppose (<p̂  , ..., cp̂ J C 4 with the base of each cp̂ con-
ktained in a and 5* Uj_i imqp* c V. , . Then for each 6 e D ,3 l+n o
no f e 5 has a gap in the subsegment 6n . Thus we can
define a 1-fringe n(r:3xl * *i+n+i introducing equal
gaps centered in 6”(2 ) and 6n(U) r in other words, (i is 
defined in the same way as cp̂ n+  ̂ , but with a larger base. 
Since no element of *^+n c«n have a component which is a
proper subset of 6n(2)u6n(3)u 6*^) # im $ fl *^+n " 3 • Fur­
thermore, if cp, » cp. , then3 Qj, . • • , Oj, i , *. . # m j,
■ Cp. , , m ! belongs to 4 .J fee*# Oj I # O • * * I nt j | # 11+1
Hence, for each i , there exists a 1-fringe over
in some 1̂ , , and the theorem follows from the Third F-D CAP 
Lemma. □
4
The following relative version of (4.10) is an imme­
diate corollary of the proof. See the proof of (2.10).
(4.11) Theorem. If r is a finite connected graph, 2.
is a growth hyperspace of r which is homeomorphic to q , J,
is a dense union of countably many finite-dimensional z-sets
in .2 , and has the growth property, then J> is an f-d 
capset in .2 .
(4.12) Corollary. If r is a finite, non-degenerate, 
connected graph, then U^ljC11̂ ) is an f-d capset in 2r .
Proof. For each n >1 , C11 (r) \Cn~*(r) is the hyper­
space of all closed subsets with exactly n components,
which is locally homeomorphic to [C(r)]n - C*(D “ C(r) is
finite-dimensional, and C11 (D - Cn_1(D U [Cn (r) \cn-1(r) ] ,
so cn (r) is finite-dimensional by induction. Each Cn (r)
r „is a Z-set m  2 . □
(4.13) Remark. For a non-degenerate Peano continuum
X , the hyperspace of all closed subsets with infinitely
2many components is homeomorphic to t  if either
1) x contains no free arc, by (2.19), or
2) X is a graph, by (4.12).
Since these two cases are poles apart, it is reasonable to 
conjecture that the conclurIon holds in general. In fact, 
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